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THE RECRUDESCENCE OF

THE SMALL PRINTER

Introducinga selection of examplesproducedby
a distinguished‘one-man’ printing office

In the nineteenth century the word ‘job’ had

the specificmeaning, to the Trade, of a piece
of printed matter that could be worked off com-

plete on a single sheet or section of a sheet. The

fly-billsand hand-bills which were so important
in the days before displayed advertising had

broken its way into the periodical press; the

ornamental trade cards which opened doors

to Victorian commercial travellers; the whole

range of social-event printing (banquet menus,

dance ‘cards, etc.)—all these and hundreds of

other recognizableprinted things, for all their

diversity of style and form, had this much in

common: that they emerged from the press as

whole things, and not as a succession of sheets

to be collated and made into a physical entity
by the binder. The printed job required little

or none of that teamwork in the case-room

which was required for bookwork. The long
continuous copy of a book (or periodical)had to

be parcelledout to a companionshipof composi-
tors, whose ‘clicker’ was responsiblefor main-

taining consistency of style throughout the

book. The short copy of a job could be en-

trusted to one compositor, a specialistwho in

time came to be known as an ‘art comp’, and

not without reason. Such men came as near as

any member of the printing trade has ever come

to qualifyingfor the title of artist. Though the

phrase ‘work of art’ is nowadaysvaguely used

only as a term of praise, it still serves to dis-

tinguish any work—good or bad, pleasant or

unpleasant to the beholder—which has ob-

viously been made from start to finish by
one man, with skill and with a certain degree
of freedom. If the painters-in-oils have been
allowed to pre-empt the title ‘artist’, that is
doubtless because a painting is today, in our

mechanized civilization, one of the few physical
objects which still aggressively states that it

was made by one man, working primarily to

please himself. The art comp’s freedom was

only relative, and he shared the credit for
the completed job with the pressman. But

in comparisonwith the men working on book

and periodical’ships,he stands out as an artist

amongst craftsmen.

It is no wonder then that jobbing and book-

work remained, through the nineteenth cen-

tury, two widely separated sides of the Trade.

Technological changes only served to widen
the gulf between the two sorts of office. The

book and periodicalhouses went over to power-
driven printing machinery,grew bigger in con-

sequence, and reached out for the larger-scale
work, leaving to the little shop the bulk of

that ephemeral work at which its men were

acknowledgedexperts and specialists.The com-

posing machine, when it arrived, was thought
of solelyas a means by which the larger offices



could speedup and cheapen
the production of ‘solid

dig’. The job printing office

reached its apogee in the
1880's and 1890's.

But times changed. The

generation of print-buyers
that admired the Victorian

art comp’s feats of skill

gave way to one which saw

more charm in simplicity.
The Arts and Crafts move-

ment backwashed into the

jobbing office with aesthe-

tically deplorable results.
The intricate sort of thing
which the art comp could
do well ceased to be the

smart sort of thing; fanciful

jobbing founts yielded to

romantic gothicswhich piti-
fullyreflected, without any
real understanding,the rich

black romans and rotundas

of the Private Press books.
The American Type Founders Company in-

vented the new category “publicity faces’ to

cover not onlyjobbing designs(i.e. faces which,
irrespectiveof size, were too black or too fancy
to be tolerable in continuous reading) but also
such classic book faces as could well be cut in

displaysizes (i.e. sizes too large for continuous

reading) for use in advertisingand titles. The
notion of a printed job became blurred; ‘pub-
licity printing’ stretched all the way from the

large illustrated catalogue or brochure to the
blotter or envelope stuffer which might form

part of the same direct mail campaign. The

large-scaleprinters whose eyes were fixed upon
the cataloguecontract saw the point of paying
respectful attention to any little order for a

blotter which might serve as an introduction
to an important new customer.

In the twentieth century the small jobbing
office has been suffering from a dual erosion.
The tide of mechanical progress, sweeping past

AA simplecard set in Bembo,
Series 270, 16 pt and 12 pt,
with fleuronNo. 548.

its front door, has carried off
to the larger houses much
of the “better-class’ work
which is just barelywithin
the physical scope of an

ambitious small house; and

meanwhile, through the
back door, much of its
humbler sort of work has
been tricklingaway into the
bedrooms and dining-rooms
of that astonishinglylarge
number of peoplewho have
been persuaded to look

upon printing asa Profitable

Hobby. The leaders of the

printing trade viewed this
state of things with justifi-
able alarm. It is not at all a

healthy thing for the Trade
at large to have, anywhere

in its ranks, masters desperately intent on

getting work at any price; and the new trade

composition houses were holding out to the
work-starved side-street printers the possibility
of competing for work far beyond the scope of
their case-rooms. It began to matter immensely
to the bighouses that the small general-jobbing
firm should either make up its mind to grow
through mechanization, and thus escape from
the whole ‘small-fry’class, or else resolve to

stand more firmlyand proudly on its own allot-
ted ground as a small local office equipped to

handle certain kinds of ephemeralprinting.
The composing-machine manufacturers, in
their publicity to the small printer, naturally
stressed the

‘

get out or go under’ argument, and
their propaganda must have played its part in

dispiriting the Little Man who saw noway in the
world of accumulating out of his scanty (and
guess-reckoned)profits enough capital to meet

the down-paymenton a composing machine.
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The far-sighted members of the Trade took

a kindlier view of the small printer as such.

His apprentices were beckoned toward the new
|

schools of printing and classes in typography,
where they could mingle on equal terms with

lads from the bigger offices—and watch good
instructors taking ‘little jobs’ seriouslyas prob-_|
lems in applieddesign. It is true that many of |

the success-stories told by the schools are,

again, escape-stories.There was the firm which

literally did drive a none-too-thriving trade in

printing winkle-bags, until one of its lads

brought back from the Birmingham School of

Printing so many ideas about other possible
kinds of small-jobbingwork, and such practical
notions for enhancing the /ook of those jobs, as

to start his shop on the road to its present
prosperity as a fairly large and well-equipped
generalprinting office. Such instances can be

multiplied, and they are always greeted with

satisfaction by the bigger printers, who see no

reason to worry over the occasional emergence
of a properly equipped competitor who knows

enough to calculate his costs. They are far more

likelyto worry about what is going on in those

little shopswhich are not trying to climb out of

the ‘small’ category. Are those shops,by and

large, pulling their weight in the generaleffort

to stress value, ‘money’s-worth’as distinct from

price, in the marketing of print? Are their

apprentices allowed to show the benefit of their

classroom training, or are they being snubbed

back into old ways by dispiritedolder men? Is

the little local printercarrying the benefits of

the typographicrenaissance all the way to that

one section of the public which still most needs

to be accustomed to the sight of decently
designed print? Is he, in short, making the

most—or makinganything at all—of his poten-
tial advantages as a small-scale printer?

The MonotypeRecorder,as a journal for ‘users

and potential users’ of one form of mechanical

composition, has paid little attention in the

past to such questions as these—and would

have no right to consider them now, were it

not for the fact that the productsof ‘Monotype’

Two ofaseries designedto match,in Bembo,Series 270,

and Walbaum, Series 374, with regency background
made up with 6 pt rules. The originalswere printedon

toned card with rules in paleorange.



machines, including founts of some of the
finest type faces of this century, are now

being made available through the trade-setting
houses, and the new-style type-foundries,to

the smallest print-shops in the land. This fact

in itself is not at all distressing to the users of

the machine; on the contrary, they have much

to gain by any development,anywhere, which

promises to shift the attention of the Littlest

Men from a hypnotic concentration on price to

a closer consideration of value. The wider avail-

ability of first-rate faces is such a development;
the question is, how much it can do to help the

typical small jobbing office to derive more en-

joyment from its day’s work. There is little use

in preaching that ‘an interest in better design
pays’toa man who has not even begun to notice

the much more obvious and easilyprovablefact

that such an interest promises more fun and

more pride to himself and his men.

That has alwaysbeen the one great contribu-

tion which the amateur, or the private press

printer (from Baskerville and William Morris

down), has been able to make; the reminder

that printing can be thought of as an enjoyable
and adventurous occupation. But the real

amateur, concentrating on his own amuse-

ment, never experiences the particular sort

of excitement and adventure which provides
the ‘real? printer with some of his. most

enjoyable memories; the contacts with more

different sorts and conditions of men than are

ever likely to discuss their business and social
affairs with any other known kind of tradesman
or service industry.

No, if we are to have any interesting first-

hand testimony of what small-scale jobbing
work can attempt and achieve today we cannot

ask it of any mere hobby-printer. It must come

from a man who is earning his livelihood at the

Trade and in fact serving customers; picking
and choosingthem admittedly, since not every

print-buyer is worth the consultative time of

a good printer, but at any rate playing the

game of cost-findingand marketing as seriously,
in his small domain, as it is played in the big

houses. The experienceand observations of such
aman must be of interest to larger firms. They
bear upon that whole question of how far the
standards of a printing-officeare controlled by
its size. The smaller the office, the more dramatic

(to modern ears) can be any witness that it has
to give as to the practical value of a reputation
for good typography.

Let us therefore consider the case of Mr Will

Carter, whose Rampant Lions Press in Cam-

bridge is as small, in terms of personnel, as it
can possibly be. The term ‘one-man shop’ is
bound to raise grievous images of toy presses
being operated in back bedrooms. They do not

apply to this case. Mr Carter entered the
Trade by the traditional door of apprenticeship
and served at Messrs Unwin Bros., if not the
full seven years of a future journeyman, at least
a longer ‘time’ than is served by most future
owners of printing businesses today. After a

period of work with the Shenval Press, two

advertising agencies in London, and Messrs

Heffer in Cambridge,he felt ready to embark
on his career as a self-supporting‘small jobbing
printer’. Let it be said at once that his educa-
tional advantages were so exceptional as to

throw little or no light upon the question of
what chances a typical jobbing compositor
would have in setting up shop today with
the same capital investment but with no more

background of knowledge of the machinery
side, or of design, than he could have picked
up in the typical shop and in a good printing
school. It is unusual for such a man to find,
for example,any opportunity to make himself
as highly skilled at calligraphy and incised

lettering as Mr Carter is—or even to be told
what such arts have to offer in the way of

advantages to the man who would achieve a

‘quality’ reputation in small-scale work for

discriminating customers.

But the mere fact that such work can be done,
and such a reputation achieved, on a sound

economic basis, by one man who actuallypre-
fers to remain in the ‘small’ class, has some

evidential interest to that middle-sized printing
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office which is in danger of doubting the very
existence of such a creature as the Discriminating
Customer—or the importance of good typo-

graphicdesign and first-rate faces in attracting
more profitablework.

Mr Will Carter is one of a growing number

of ‘deliberately small’ printers who feel that

their type of office has its own human and in-

spirationalpart to play in the great work of the

printing trade. If his work is here singled out

for attention, that is partly because no selection

from different sources could be as informative

as one which indicates the variety of little jobs
that can come to one house, and the versatility
with which they have been handled. Mr Carter,

moreover, may well rank as the spokesmanof

his group, ever since he startled the members

of the Double Crown Club last year by his

frank and detailed exposition of the small prin-
ter’s problemsand opportunities. That dining-
club ofeminent typographersand graphicartists

is traditionally outspokenin its discussions, and

the notion that the Rampant Lions Press ac-

tually procured its owner alivelihood did not,

we understand, go without challenge, or get

acceptedwithout explicitverification.’To many
members of the Trade Mr Will Carter was better

known as a typographicdesigner (e.g. of the

Festival of Britain Guides) than as a printer,
and some curiosity was felt as to what he had

found to say about his chosen subject. But his

“{ittle jobs’were very well known to those who

knew of them at all; not many printing offices

are so embarrassed as the Rampant Lions

Press must be by requests from collectors of

‘fine’ ephemeralprinting, for specimen copies
of its latest jobs.

So we have asked Mr Carter not only to

select for the readers of the MonotypeRecorder a

number of small jobs that can be reproduced
here, not always in their original colours, as

examples of the sort of thing that he does at

his Press, but to accompany them with his own

observations on the possibilitiesof that sort of

work, drawn from his personal experience. It

is the experience of one who belongs to that

now large group that can be called ‘users at

one remove’ of Lanston’s invention. It is by
no means typical. No actual user (owner) of

the machine need fear that the ‘small jobs’
which lend such variety and interest to his

own work are about to drift away to the little

jobbing firm around the corner. The sight of

Mr Carter’s work is much more likely to

hasten the drift in the opposite direction, as

more print-buyers come to realize what oc-

casional printing can look like when it is

handled with good taste and intelligence.The

public is sensible enough to assume that those

qualities are more likely to be encountered in

the relatively tranquil atmosphere of a tech-

nically up-to-dateoffice than in any struggling
little shop.What Mr Carter and others are now

dramatically proving on the tiny stage of the

jobbing craftsman will redound to the benefit

of all those who share the same sense of voca-

tion, concern for decent typography, and vigi-
lance for the generalprestige of the Trade.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS OF

A SMALL PRINTER

By WILL CARTER

Since the renaissance of printing in the twenties

and early thirties there has grown up an in-

creasingnumber of discerningpeoplewho know

good types when they see them and who have
come to insist on the highest standards of

design and production in all their printed
matter. These people generally ‘know where

to go’ for work of the quality that they require.
If it is a book, they can name at least a few of

the book houses that are famous for the quality
of their presswork and readingand the wealth of

their typographicresources. If it is a catalogue
or any piece of ephemeral printing they can

think offhand of the names of certain general
printing offices which could easily meet their

very high requirements, both on the typo-
graphic and on the production side. Some of

these are world-famous names, others are those

of firms not yet as well known for the excellence

of their typographic and other services as they
some day will be.

This sort of print-buyer, difficult as he is to

satisfy, is doing infinitely more for the Trade
as a whole than any man who takes all responsi-
bility for design away from the printer and

hands it to some specialist. Hence it is well

that these particular customers should become
more numerous each year, as seems to be the

case. Their wants deserve to be particularly
studied. But such study reveals that these

people often need ‘short-run’ small jobs—pri-
vate letterheads, invitation cards, programmes,
etc.—which do not represent particularly pro-
fitable orders to the large-scaleprinter. No

reputable firm of any size would refuse such
work merely on that account: the point is that
the larger offices cannot afford to seek out such
small-scale jobs, or to look upon the time they
spendupon them as anything much more than

an investment in good-will.
But as the demand for that quality of small-

jobbing increases, it reveals what a gap there is

between the larger ‘quality’ houses which have

the ability, but not always the time, to handle
such work, and the small printer who has the

time but very seldom the ability to turn it out.

There, I believe, is where the printer working
on his own can contribute something vital to

the Trade in the way of stimulus and single-
mindedness. When I put this idea about some

years ago, the general attitude of printers was

that ifI were fool enough to leave a safe job and

spend my life printing invoices and whist-drive

tickets I was heading for trouble and the poor-
house. Competition, they said, was too keen

and I could never make a living. I underlined

my theory about the gap, and suggested that
there was a wide market to be tapped here and

that work of a certain kind was to be had for
the asking. In almost every case it was those
who knew about printing who cautioned No,
and those who knew nothing but understood
the idea who said Yes.

Here are some of the principlesI began with
and which are still basically the same. As re-

gards type, it has always been my contention

that printers should limit their type faces as far
as possible to a minimum for basic work, and
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upon that to build an interesting and not neces-

sarilycomprehensiveselection of display faces.

Not only do you thus contain your composing
room within reasonable bounds and avoid ex-

cessive sinking of capital,but in this way you

develop a style and get to know your types in

such a way as to be able to get the best out of

them, and to know by instinct what to use and

when. Professor Rudolf Koch, who taught me

this principle,carried things further and advo-

cated an almost ascetic limitation of types. But

he was fundamentally right. We now have a

wide range of classic type faces from which to

choose, and in this profusion of goodnessit is

not always easy to keep one’s head. For the

small printer two body faces are enough, an old

face and a modern—and in this case I would

classifyTimes Roman as a modern, though it

is of course basically an old-face design, but

sharpened-up. Two series, if they are good
enough and versatile enough,should suffice for

all body matter. I personallyuse ‘Monotype’
Times New Roman and Bembo, the latter

without question the finest roman of them all.

Upon these I built up a fairlycompleteseries of

‘Monotype’ Walbaum, a face which mixes re-

markablywell with either ‘Times or Bembo, and

Bembo display.Then a few oddments like Fry’s
Ornamented (Stephenson Blake) and ‘Mono-

type’? Goudy Text, one of the better black

letters, and a collection of Chancery italics,
the latter stimulated by a passionate love for

the Italian chancery hand. A carefullychosen

group of border units and decorative spread
rules virtually completesmy composing room.

As far as composition of any length is con-

cerned, I never hand set if I can possiblyavoid

it because it simplyis not economic, but make

use of the excellent composition services which

various users of ‘Monotype’ machines provide
for small printers.

I started off in business with a small guillo-
tine, and an old demy folio platen which at

first was treadled and only after six months was

fitted with a motor. It printed as well as when

it was new, and I humbly raise my hat to the

It

engineers who built printing machines fifty
years ago, because they must have known

something about castings. But it soon became

evident that things were going to get oppres-
sive unless I got some sort of automatic. As

I could not afford to buy the one I wanted, the

price of machinerybeing very high at the time,

bought a small offset-litho rotary of which [had

had previousexperienceand which promisedto

fill the fearful gap. If these machines tend to be

looked upon with distrust by letterpress prin-
ters and with scorn by litho printers, that may
be partly because they have been put forward

by their manufacturers primarilyas office dupli-
cators. So they are, but they can also be very

adequate small-scale machines and can be used

as auxiliary letterpress machines or as offset

machines proper. With this machine I have

increased the scope of my work considerably.
Not only is it invaluable for a certain class of

stationery, but original drawings can be done

direct on to the plates, thus opening up a huge
field of decoration. You can have alot of fun in

this way, and economicallyit works out very
well because it takes no longer to do a drawing
direct on to a plate than on a Bristol board for

photographicreproduction,and the cost of the

plate is only a few shillings.
The machine was paid for inside twelve

months and I began longing again for an

Autovic to replace the platen. This machine

is without equal for a small printer in that it

can be used either for hand- or self-feeding,
gives goodimpression,and has a superb inking
system. I was fortunate in finding a pre-war
German-built model some nine months later,
and after it was installed I had halfan-hour’s

instruction on working, after which I was left

to tackle this monster and find out its moods.

This did not take too long, and it was soon

running smoothly and doing everything I had

hoped it would.
With this equipment I found I was capable

of producinganythingup a Demy 8vo booklet;
even book-jacketshave been successfullyprin-
ted. By concentrating on good design, colour,
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paper and, above all, on goodpresswork,it was

possible to by-pass altogether the whist-drive

ticket category.
Presswork is of immense importance. All

too often compositors,keen to try their hand

at private enterprise, have broken away and

started small shops of their own, not realizing
that pressworkis as highly skilled as composing
and is not an easy matter of ‘bashing the stuff

out’. One of the reasons why so many printers
turn out shoddy work is their choice of inks.

To my mind only the best quality will do, and

it is amazing how longa tin of good ink will

last. As stiff an ink as possibleis a good thing
to aim at, for only thus can you get a crisp
impression with a vivid colour and sparkle.
‘JobbingBlacks’, as they are called, tend to be

too thin and, though they can be left longer on

the machine without drying, they give a washy
impression.

The colour of inks is a subject all too often

neglected.The inks you buy inatin are usually
hard colours, so, with one or two exceptions,
I never use colour as it is supplied. Regular
experiments have given me a pleasant range of

colours which can be varied at will by adding
a touch of this or that. Even grey, a colour
I use a great deal as relief to the starkness of

black, can be given an almost limitless range of

tones by the introduction of other hues. By
using these grey inks instead of black, small

jobs can be set in larger display types without

appearing too heavy. This attitude towards
colour alone offers endless scope for variety in

design, or for building up a distinctive per-
sonal style.

The economics of an organization as small as

this present quite a puzzle. It is virtually im-

possible to calculate any sort of hourly rate by
standard procedure. One can only do this by
assessing one’s standard of living—a flexible

yard-stick—at so much per week, ie. of so

many productive hours. In course of time one

gets a few useful guides as to prices, and I find

it easy to compete fairly with the larger house

on price, and with the smaller shop on quality
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and even time. It may seem ludicrous to refer

to the study and planning of movement in a

small office like mine, but, in fact, nothing is

more vital. With only one pair of hands to do

everything, it is essential that equipment be

positioned and spaced to facilitate speedy and
economic movement. By such planning, a

dangerous threat to production—limitation of

space—hasbecome a tremendous asset.

Considerable shaking of heads has resulted
from my contention that in such a small shop
it pays all along the line to use automatic

machines. The customary attitude towards
machines is that they should work so many

productive hours per week in order to pay
their way, and to keep a machine standing for

days at a stretch is lunacy. It depends so much
on one’s attitude towards machines. I tend to

treat them as very reliable men, whose only
financial demands are those of interest and de-

preciation on capital; they do not fall sick, nor

do they suffer from discontent; and they work
overtime when required to do so, even Sundays
if necessary, without extra pay. So far as

machines are concerned, I plan to employ them
as far as economicallypossible—even to run-

ning two at once when the type of work permits.
As my business consists not only of jobbing

printing and outside typographical work, but

includes also a flourishing side-line of letter

cutting on wood and stone, it is not easy to

gauge the percentage of profit on printing
work alone. My account books show enough,
however, to prove that by applying the essen-

tial ability for success—the capacity to work

hard and fast—it pays well.

The reader may fairlyask why it was I came

to choose printing—and, in particular, this

specialapproach to it—as a means of livelihood
and self-expression!It beganby achance meeting
at Oxford with the great University printer,
John Johnson, when I was but 12 years of age.
It was, perhaps, not so much the meeting as the
kind gesture which made him send to me after-
wards a small packet of type to toy with, that

set my feet on the path. I have alwayspreferred



to work with my own hands in any medium,
rather than plan for others to do it, and there

can be no doubt that it was this inborn desire

to do things myself—a desire which can be

frustrated so often in industry today—that
found such fascination in assemblingthe metal

types into carefully spaced letters and words.

There have been times when it has been ex-

tremely difficult for me to have to rely on

others to do jobs that I would prefer to do

myself.
Succeedingyears gave me the opportunity

to acquire a sound training in printing and

factory techniques, as well as that knowledge
of the historical background to printing which

is so necessary to the fullest appreciation of

letter forms and the arrangement of words—to

say nothing of the use of decorative material.

Today, I rarely find it necessary to draw

anything out on paper for my own work; I find

that constant handling and study of my types
has built such an understanding of them that

copy seems to fall into shape almost on the

first reading.
It is strange how fascinating it is to work

actually in the medium, as it were, to mould

the very types themselves instead of drawing
it all carefully on paper for someone else to

interpret. No one can indicate on paper the

niceties of spacing that one demands, and

which the eye cannot always see.

Working with one’s hands teaches quicker
than anything else that lesson which typo-

graphers frequentlynever learn—to figure out

exactly how the job is goingto be produced
before they start designing it. All very well to

say that it is the printer’s job to look after that

side of the business—so it is, up to a point. But

to design a piece of printing that is unpractical
to produce is something that happens all too

often. I say deliberatelywnpracticalrather than

not practicalbecause this covers so many of the

mistakes made in not considering the practical
limitations of typesetting. A job of printing
has obviouslygot to be done economically,and

to do this involves great care in avoiding any-
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thing which may cause a slowingdown or even

the stoppage of the machine. The printing in-

dustry is a well-oiled machine which it must be

everyone’s aim to keep running smoothly, and

if typographers have to be called in to help, as

they must be, it is essential that they should

help rather than hinder that smooth running.
I had occasion recently to stress this point at

an art school at the end of a course for typo-
graphers, and found afterwards, when judging
the work done during the course, that quite
half of them had offended in some way, and

designed something which could not con-

veniently be produced.
If you work in a small way you tend to limit

your production to the simplest form for ease

of handling, and to avoid complicated setting
and presswork if a simpleform will be equally
effective. Working with a few types makes for

simplicityof style because ideas of designfollow

alongapreconceivedchannel, but, in any case,

variety for variety’s sake is almost always a

mistake; it is far better to concentrate on one

style, and to try to perfect it. The main oppor-

tunity for introducing variety into such work

lies in frequent and subtle adjustments of the

colours of inks, the qualities and sizes of paper,
and by the use of different display types. Con-

stant interchanging of these elements of design
providesample scope for producing an interest-

ing range of jobs within the larger framework of

an individual house-style.
One or two points about style may prove

interesting at this point if only because they
have been evolved as a result of close working
with type. Small caps should always be hair-

spaced. I have had all my small caps cast with

the extra shoulder on them so that actual hair-

spacing—alwaysa tedious business—is cut out

altogether.
A rational approach to line justification has

convinced me that in jobbingworkit is a mistake

to square-up arbitrarily any panelof type under

four lines in depth. The equal spacingof the

words seems to me much more important than

having the lines themselves justified,and I make
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it a practice to centre the final turn-over when-

ever possible. A fault frequentlymade in set-

ting italic is that of spacing the words too

widely. Italic should alwaysbe set closer than

roman, and I find it convenient to have thin

spaces in the usual thick space box in all my
italic cases. It would be something of an

achievement if this could be made a common

practice. Experience in cutting letters in stone

has led to a fresh approach to the problemof

letter-spacing caps, and there is no doubt that

this should be settled entirely with the eye.
The simplest way is to find the widest natural

space between two letters and adjust the others

to conform with this. So much could be said

about this that it must be left until some other

opportunity offers to enlarge upon it. Mean-

time, when I think of how the Curwen Press

and the Cambridge University Press, using a

few carefully chosen type faces with superb
skill and taste, have succeeded in producing
work that is recognized(and recognizablefor

style) throughout the world for unequalled
quality and craftsmanship, I am spurred to

continue my own efforts to develop the same

theme on a small scale.

Here, then, is the germ of an idea, a pilot
venture if you like, in which the artist crafts-

man—a term I do not much care for because

it smells of earthenware pots and weaving, but

it is the only term which describes this indi-

vidual—in which the artist craftsman comes

into his own, in which he can use his particular
talents to produce good work at a reasonable

price; work for which there seems to be con-

siderable demand. The venture therefore is

sound in that it stands on its own feet and
does not need artificial support like so many
other crafts.

But, you will say, where do you go from here?

Any business which does not slide backwards
and decay must press on and expand. What

happens when one pair of hands can no longer
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handle the amount of work coming in? What

happens when the business increases so much
that you have to take someone else in to help?
Well, that is a question that needs an answer

and at present ’'m not too sure I can answer it.
At the moment there is quite a bit of slack to

be taken up, and the addition of a power guillo-
tine would help considerably.‘There are also a

few more hours in the day that can be stolen if

necessary. But when the time comes that

machines will no longer fill the gap, there are

one or two possibilities. The obvious way of

setting a limit to the volume of work is to

raise one’s prices. Another line of thought is

to consider the thing as a sort of laboratory,
where the initial experimental work is done,
for instance, on jobs involving a five- or six-

figure run, where the composition is done for

a long run by offset or gravure. There are

various lines of development open, but I plan
to avoid employing labour, except the casual

and secretarial, because I believe that the per-
sonal touch is the mainstay of the venture.

The illustrations accompanying this article
are all jobs done in the ordinary run of business
and have not been set up for the occasion. One

or two adjustments have been made in the

colours, as indicated in the captions, in order
to bring the printing of the illustrations within

practical limits.

To conclude, here is an idea reduced to a

practical reality, founded on the relationship
between the artist and the craftsman, but

stripped of such medieval clutter as the hand

press and damped hand-made paper. The pre-
cision machine is a good thing because it fulfils

the essential demands of the printed word,
reproduction in quantity, and has the added

advantageof quality if properly handled. The
combination of the artist craftsman working
with good machines and type, and sound fac-

tory procedure is not new, but I have tried it,
and it works.
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